Welcome to our smoke free Zoo. To protect visitors, staff and animals, smoking is prohibited.

The Zoo is a Sensory inclusive location - see our Visitor Service Team for more information.

All activities subject to change depending on weather and required animal care. Please note, animals occasionally might be taken off exhibit or moved for care or exhibit maintenance.

Open daily 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Seasonal concessions are open on weekends and holidays starting May 22. Daily from June 25 – September 6. Weather permitting.

Practice social and physical distancing throughout the entire property. Remain at least two metres apart from other visitors, groups, and exhibit barriers within the zoo.

Masks are required in all indoor spaces and strongly encouraged for outdoor spaces where physical distancing is challenging.

Gift Shop
Washrooms
Nursing Station
Food Service
Seasonal Concessions
Picnic Site
Picnic Tent
Equipment Rental
Bike Parking
Corpell’s Hydration Stations
Parking
Winnipeg Transit
Electric Car Charging
First Aid
AED
Sensory Inclusive Zone
One-way thorofare
Two-way thorofare
Pathway closed. No visitor access.
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